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still muddy. Probably the greatest advantage of stock-raising on the Western farm as the faecina- 
: | ? ra® over tbe leveller is that it can be used tions of wheat-growing wane. In otter • words,

*3 ore one can wor on his lields. more meat will be wanted, and it must come from
So strong is the American endorsation of the the Western farm, instead of the ranch, unless the 

drag, so favorable the few Canadian reports we West pursues the fatuous plan of importing- their 
have had, and so reasonable, simple and cheap is 
the idea, that " The Farmer’s Advocate,” in co
operation with the Public Works Department of 
the Ontario Government, has decided to institute 
a widespread experimentation with this imple
ment throughout Ontario, and has concluded to 1907. 
offler $100 in cash prizes for the best results in 
the use of the drag on our earth roads this 
mer. The conditions, printed elsewhere, 
simple and easy as anyone could wish.
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EDITORIAL
1

LET US TRY THE SPLIT-LOG DRAG mrthing
A great part of the road mileage in Canada 

is and will be for a considerable time to 
the virgin bosom of Mother Earth, 
diate and important problem is how to keep these 
earth roads in the best possible condition, 
doubly important because a good earth road is 
the proper foundation for gravelling 
adamizing when the time for it arrives, 
are three primary essentials in the 
and care of good earth roads :

1. Good drainage, both surface 
In many cases this necessitates underdrains, 
only under the ditches, but beneath the 
the roadbed as well.
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animal foods and shipping away their fertility 
in the form of wheat. From this point of view, 
the outlook for the breeder of pure-bred stock 
would certainly appear to be better than before 
the advent of the rigors of the winter of 1906-
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: MGROW MORE CORN.sum- 
are as ifThe fact that Canada imported from the United 

The ex- States for consumption, in 1905, Indian corn to 
pense of making and using the drag is trifling to the value of $5,588,891, besides $684,686 worth 

Tf center of each individual, and the benefits, we feel sure, will for distillation purposes, most of which tfl used as

™r ■ s ~ °wVa™ ™, t r„* rzr. b™ z:„m,
age demands also ditrh fv, ^ aVe,, °n' rala make the competition a success. The time for materially reduce that expenditure, if not Wipe it 
water freely away 'instead of h id v makiDg application is short- Marcb 27th. Read out entirely. While the cultivation of corn for
under anTLpIr the ^lïttom h the conditions and 8ead ™ your name. A post ensilage purposes is being steadily extended: an*
be kept open and plenty of culverts provided ^ “J? WlH d°’ statlng that you wish to enter our the silo, as a profitable source of cheap and satis-

2 Gradinc is «dvis«hi ,P split-log-drag competition, and are willing to factory feed supply, is steadily gaining iaâ flavor,
although undue Inb ? * ^ make a draS and * at least live times this the raising of the crop for the ripened grain has
placed on trradino- ff'S, aS 80™etlmes been summer on a mile of road in your vicinity. The made comparatively little headway in this CQUn- 

bv dumnino- red ^ W the motto of this competition is, ” Let us try the try, although it has been demonstrated thht there
on top of a iroori : ° ‘ c ",ottoms split-log drag.” The inspection and awards will are considerable areas in Ontario and in some
Chief One of tl H ? re , WOrkS miS" be made by Mr A. W. Campbell. Good Roads sections of the other Provinces where abundant 
seen is a -« T” Tu r<>a 8 We have ever Commissioner for Ontario, but the entries must yields of the matured crop may be counted on
Mention I h Ï n N-JT" mUCh '>e sent to the office of ” The Farmer's Advocate,”

k i 1 a °W dltCh6a and is slight*y London, Ont.graded, but the wearing surface is of light loamy 
soil and never cuts up very deeply under traffic.
Grading is geod, but should be done with judg 
ment.
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is with nearly if not quite as much certainty as the • 
majority of the cereals. And when we consider 
that most of the cultivation and harvesting of the 
corn crop may be satisfactorily performed by 
horse-power and machinery, the labor problem in 
this connection is little more serious than in the 
handling of grain, while corn, well managed, 
yields heavily of the best of fattening foods, and' 
at the same time provides in its stalks a great 
weight of fodder, which, if judiciously handled, 
may be utilized to excellent advantage in com
bination with other foods in carrying cattle 
through the, winter in improving condition.

Com and clover has been aptly designated by 
a writer in this issue '* a royal pair," and it is 
practically certain that where these crops can be 
successfully grown they constitute a combination 
of stock foods unequalled as a balanced ration, 
supplying the requirements of the animal «nnnomy 
at a minimum of cost of production, while at the 
same time serving an admirable purpose in 
tation of crops in maintaining the fertility of the 
land, keeping it free from the robbery of noxious 
weeds, and preparing it well for following 
of any kind.

Presuming that the foregoing claims are well 
and even on those lands particularly founded, does it not logically follow that th. 

suited to the ” free-and-easy ” system of stock- possibility of extending our com-growimr arek 
rearing, the tendency, where extended leases can and enlarging our production of this cron should 
be got, will be to make better future provision in engage the earnest consideration of Ca^dl^ 
the way ot shelters and food supplies for similar farmers ? And to this end, should not the study

of the breeding and improvement

WESTERN WINTER AND LIVE STOCK. m
The question is being asked among Eastern 

stockmen and farmers, as well as those in Western
-IS

M Every clay or even clay-loam road should be 
kept smooth by frequent use of some leveller or 
<1 rag. Canada, what will be the immediate or ultimate 

effect of the present extraordinarily severe winter 
on the prairie plains ? Not only has the weather 

Ruts and hoof- been severe, but the snowfall exceptionally heavy 
for the range country, and unrelieved by the snow
melting Chinook that in former seasons was in- 

on a hill or incline, water follows variably relied upon to uncover quickly the satis-
• lovvn the ruts, wearing out channels in the center fying herbage below. Large numbers of cattle
<-i the road. Or perhaps mudholes are formed, have been starved .and frozen to death, and the
to be punched deeper and deeper by each

I he net results are that much of the road surface

It matters not how steeply the driveway 
is graded, if there be clay in its composition it 
will1 cut up under traffic, 
prints will hold water to soak into the 
each succeeding vehicle works 
If the road is

road, and 
up a deeper mire.

rag
M

. mif
team. survivors emaciated so as to seriously curtail the 

Western beef supply of the early summer at least. 
To what appraisal the losses will finally resolve 

into themselves, it is not easy to conjecture, though 
to bear a good many estimates have put them at from 

must stand 40 to 50 per cent. Some have quickly concluded 
The water from succeeding that the winter has given a " black eye ” to 

tains is held, to be mucked up by travel, whereas ranching, 
it should shed quickly to the ditches.

We are convinced that there is

away and carried to ditches or creeks. 
Horse still, water stands and soaks down 
the subsoil to soften and render it unfit 
the weight of traffic; for the subsoil 
this in every case.
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Accompanied by the great demand on 
the grazing areas for farm settlements, the do
main of the cowboy will be steadily and surely re
stricted,

cropsnity of 
mostly 
Frost, 

luction 
reaped.

Two
others

more need
our clay roads for the frequent use of a leveller 
rather than for the annual employment of 
pensive grader, albeit the latter is valuable in 
its place. But many townships, placing too much 
reliance on the latter implement, have spent their
available money in buying and using it, leaving emergencies. That this season’s experience will 
little or none to keep the roads smooth after the . work to the permanent detriment of the West, we 
grading was done.

on

-an ex-

... . , of seed com,
and the adoption of Improved varieties along the 
lines of early maturity and increased yield, en
gage the attention more than heretofore of our 
experiment stations, experimental unions and 
other institutions having for their object the ad-

uid a greatly improved condition of the road, able markets of the outside world for meats and tkr^i^being 8Ci.eDtifl® agriculture ? Much atten- 
I’he common Ontario leveller answers well, but of other animal products, the West, with its fever institutions fn ^th' " II th*9 subj®ct by similar 
".cent years the new implement, called the split- for railway construction, increasing rural settle- sibilities of im * AV State8> and the pos- 
log drag, has been extensively tried in the United ment and town growth, which has gone on far feeding val 9ro^®men in the productiveness 

tates, and the results seem to be excellent. The ahead of the capacity of the railways to provide shown to be v T m vaide^®8 °* corn have been 
ssential difference between the leveller and the rolling stock and power to serve the people al- the territory in^hfh^^' Wh'le boundaries Of 
'rag is that the former is hauled over the roads ready there, will provide a largely-increased con- vated for the "ri^ ^d C°rD C831 b® Prof»tably culti- 

ben they are more or less dry, while the drag it sumptive demand, and we therefore expect to see steadily extending”6 in country are
advised to use to puddle the clay surface while a swing in the direction of mixed farming and been demonstrat I • ,nong the facts that have

18 that there »s a wonderful

Consequently the road gets 
bad shape each spring, necessitating 

xpensive grading to repair damages.

do not believe, because, with all its acknowledged 
drawbacks, compared with Eastern Canada, it is so 
rich and sound a land that, under more gradual and

into a more
Three-

A-viuarters of this could be prevented by dragging rational methods.it will continue to advance, though 
Vr levelling, with a consequent saving of money at a more wholesome pace. Apart from the insati-
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